What is Practical IT Innovation?

Cloud-First Business Transformation

Your company data is in the Cloud.

Whether it is secure, compliant and shared efficiently comes down to two questions:
1. Are you providing the right Cloud solution for your employees?
2. Are employees using the sanctioned solution or choosing their own?

Our expertise is not only in building a Cloud ecosystem that meets your risk and business needs, but creating one that is actually used. We’ll help you with visibility, control and risk.

Other services
- Business Process Engineering
- Globalization/Regionalization
- Business Process Engineering
- M&A Technology
- Business/Technology Alignment

IT Expertise + Business Acumen

Measurable, bottom-line results defined by you.

Success is laid out by you but comes with the steady hand of experience and information security that global healthcare and financial service companies demand.

Clear communication throughout the process means you know your project will be delivered on time and on budget and the appropriate knowledge will be transferred to your team.

Let’s talk.

Cloud-First Business Transformation

IT Services
Security: GRC
Custom Software Development
Marketing Systems Software
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IT Services

The right people at the right time with the right knowledge.

With a highly trained and intellectually diverse team, we can act as an additional resource with 24/7 support.

We operate a world-class data center and help run the systems of globally recognized organizations and small-to-medium-sized businesses alike.

As a Tier 1 Microsoft Cloud Solutions Provider, our experience with Microsoft Azure and Office 365 with large, global companies should give you confidence with your projects.

Security: GRC

Our Governance, Risk and Compliance services are different from most Information Security companies. We build programs that are based on sound, best-practices and enable you to operate more effectively. Training ensures knowledge transfer into your organization.

We go beyond Information Security and look at the full business picture with a risk-based model. By focusing on your business and leveraging best-practice frameworks, we are able to tailor your IT GRC program to your specific business case and operating environment.

Services
► GRC Program Development
► Security Ecosystem Development
► HIPAA, ISO and compliance help
► CISO-to-Go Managed Security Services
► Assessments (Vendor and Internal)
► Training
► QuickStart to implement Information Security

Custom Software Development

No one knows your business as well as you do. Sometimes a big idea requires multiple levels of expertise that is beyond the capabilities of your in-house development staff, may take too much time away from other projects or is simply a one-time need.

We specialize in practical innovation – finding ways to turn your ideas into reality while staying on budget, on time and on scope. We can help you with new and existing projects and find a way to make them work within your budget.

Services
► Custom Application Development
► Legacy Application Conversion/Migration
► Data Science Development/Integration
► Enterprise Application Integration
► Enterprise-to-Cloud Integration
► SDLC and DevOps
► 24x7 QA/Testing
► Intelligent Procurement
► Digital Asset Management
► Direct-to-Print Systems
► Customized Workflow and Approvals
► Value Management/ROI Calculator

Marketing Systems Software

We help companies automate, streamline and enhance repetitive marketing ops.

We’ve developed systems that make all digital assets – photos, words, illustrations and data – more searchable and integrated with the way you work.

We’ve taken complicated processes like creating an RFP for a project and automated them. Our software – internal or external facing – works the way you do to deliver better efficiency, enhanced performance and better margins.

Software Options Include
► Intelligent Procurement
► Digital Asset Management
► Direct-to-Print Systems
► Customized Workflow and Approvals
► Value Management/ROI Calculator
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